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ABSTRACT

The work described Ín this thesis deals with Ehe applicarions oí

neutrons in medicine. The neutron energy spectrum produced by 30 llell

protons irnpinging on a I .29 glcnz thíck graphite target has been

measured. It rüas shorsn that a low energy neutron component is

generaterl in react,ions of 30 PIeV incldent protons with t'r, while

higtr energy neutrons roughly f rom 10 MeV and up Eo 27 l'feV were produceC

i.n reaci:ions of protons or, Ì3C ancl conÈrÍbuted slith approximately 117"

in the tot.al neutron spectrumo Carbon is the best backing materialn

btrt the presence of high energy neutrons from Ëhe (p,n) reacEion on

1?'"C should be considered when designing neutron production targets in

r ad iotherapy. È
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Af Eer Bothe and Becker in 1930 and trrlebster in 1932 observed a

previously unseen particle, which they idenÈified as powerful gamma

radiation generated by bombarding certain light elements by alpha

particles, Chadwick, encouraged by results and conclusíons of

Curie-Joliot in the same experiment, proposed and identified the

neutron in 1932. Since then a new branch of Nuclear Physics, Neutron

Physics, has gror^7n very quickly and plays an important role at present.

A neutron is an unstable fermion with an intrinsic spin s=l/2,

with no charge (Z=0) and with negative magnetic moment P=-1.9 F*'

where ¡r* is the nuclear magneton ( - g. i 10-12 [eV/Gauss] ) . A

neutron decays r^rith a half life of 898 -l- 16 s, TABL(84):

t

n--)p+e+dn

At presenÈ, a neutron beam represents a very porverful tool in
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pure and applied research. Unlike the proton erhose strong interactlons

at Lo\t energies, due to Èhe Coulomb barrierr are almost negligible'

neutron interactions with nuclei occur at all neutron energies and can

give irnport.ant information about the structure of nuclel'

The interest in the application of neutrons Ín mediclne has

significantly increased in the last ten years. The University of

l"lanitoba cyclotron laboratory is one of several laboratories in the

world (Davis, Louvain-la-Neuve, TRIIJI4F, Texas A&M to name a few) whose

applíed research program Íncludes the stucly of neutrons thaÈ could be

used in radiotherapy (ANNU(82), ANMJ(83)). Advantages of fast neutrons

in clinical radiotherapy, when compared to x-rays, are higher Linear

Energy Transfer (LET) effect (HALI(73)) and lower Oxygen Enhancement

Ratio (OER) (Broe(8I)).

LET can be defined as an average stopping power or average energy

loss per unit of path lengtÌr for secondar¡r particles" Particles

produced in neutron interactions with human tissue constituents have

high ionization capabilities and lose energy very fast (short range)'

Generally, secondary particles can be: Protons, alphas or light

elernent recoils. For a given energy' neutrons can penetrate further

j-nt.o a human tissue than photons. Neutrons interact in the body rnostly

by elastic scattering on hydrogen which is the rnain constituent of the

human Èissue. Recoiling protons lose energy very fasÈ by ionÍzation

and exc.itation atoms. It has been estimated that approxÍmately 857 of

neutron energy is absorbed in a tissue by means of recoil protons

(FOWI(63)). On the other hand, in the interaction of photons with

$
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maEter, secondary partícles are nostly electrons which have low LET.

InÈerest in the use of neutrons in radiotherapy arises from

radiobiological studies of an effect called the oxygen effect. The

quantitative facEor to describe this effect is the Oxygen EnhancemenÈ

Ratio (OER). The difference in the radiosensit.ivity of the nonnal and

Èumor tissue is a known, but, stÍll not fully understood effect in

radiotherapy (CUNN(83)). One of the explanatÍons Ís the possibÍlity of

presence of some cells in the tumor tissue which are protected from

radiatíon by a low concentration of oxygeno This phenomenon has

inportant consequences in radiology. For example, certain regions of a

tumor may be poorly supplied with blood and ir follows Èhat in these

regions the oxygen in normal rnetabolic processes will not be replaced

at an adequate rate. The oxygen tension will be low and thls regions

of tumor will be radioresistant. The OER is defined as the ratio of

irradiated doses needed to achieve Uhe same radiobiological el.fect.s in

the tumor as in the normal tissues. In the language of radiology, it

1s rhe ratio of hypoxic to aerated doses (HALL(83)). The bÍologieal

effects of the radiation are greaÈer in the presence of oxygen than in

its absenceo For neutrons it was found that OER may have values from

1.3 ro 1.7 (MORG( 63) , HALL( 83) ), rvhíle f or X-rays OER is beÈlteen 2.5

and 3. It is desirable that OER be as close to I as possible. Note

that cú-particles have OER equals to 1.

In the application of neutrons in radiotherapy, there are several

requirements to be met and they are discussed in Chapter 2. It is

essenÈiaL that Lhe neutron source be as close to the patient as

t
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possible in order to reduce the treatment time to a mininum. The

presence of the svreep magnet used to deflect the proton bearn passing

through a thin neuÈron product.ion target into a Faraday cup is not

desirable because of increasing Target to Skin Distance (TSD). A Eore

serious disadvantage of using the sweep magnet is the possibility of

its power failure which could expose the paÈient to a dangerous

siEuatlon during Cherapy treatment. As an alternative, it appears Ehat

the best \.ray Èo solve this problem ls to stop protons do'nrnsEream of the

target by a material with a small cross section for neutron production

and good therual anrl conducting properties. Carbon (graphite) is the

most suitable rnaterial for backlng the neutron production target

(AWSI(80), ROSE(8I), BEr,lL(84) ).

The work described in chis thesis is one of a series of

experiments which have been perforrnecl in the last Èhree years

laboratory as a part of the program of developing a neutroû

and studying neutron

applications. One of the

achieve a uniforu dose

the treatment dose rate at

beam properties of interesL to

dept.h in tissue,

penetration".

to the average

The penetratiorì or

neutron energY.

neutrons

in chis

facility

rned Í cal

is torequirements for Èherapy

distribution in Èissue. Tn order to maximize

a certain it is desirable
É

to have a

harrlness of

One of the

neutron bea¡n with ttgood

a neutron beam is related

ways to increase the peneEration of neutron beam is to use a

thin natural beryllium Èarget an<l carbon as a material for backing che

beryllium target i,e" for stopping Ëhe proton bearn' However, in this

case a high energy neutron component from the (p,.t) reaction on che
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carbon isotoPe

discribution of

increasing its

this exPeriment

I 3a (L.ly" abundance) can

neutroos from the beryllium

hardness and influencing the dose

vras to investigate the conlribuÈion

affect the energy

product ion

rate. The

l3of Cín

ta rge t

goal of

the

Eotal neutron "_t"ttt spectrum produced by 30 IleV protons impinging on a

thick natural carbon target.

The requirements for the neutron beam, the aspect of application

of neutrons in medicine and requirernents for the neutron beam in

clinical radiotherapy, as v¡ell as neutron production from carbon, are

discussed in Chapter 2" In Chapter 3, the recoil proton Èechnlque used

in this experiment to measure t.he energy SPectrum and flux of fasÈ

neutrons is described. The University of Manitoba Cyclotron with its

neutron Iíne and experimental work with results and discussion are

presented in Chapter 4.

È
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CHAPTER 2

NEUTRON BEAI"IS

2.I NEUTRON PRODUCING REACTIONS

Neutrons can be produced by using nat-urally radÍoactive .sources,

f or instance in the (Orn) reacÈíon, buÈ Èheir energi.es and inLensj-t.ies

are limited. ïhe great advantage of accelerators is that neutrons

produced may have energies up to the energies of the accelerated

charged particles and that it is possible Eo produce nearly

monoenergetic neutron beams. Generally, cyclotrons, tinear

accelerators, Van de Graaff or Cockcroft-trlalton machines are used to

produce beams of fast neutrons by inducing (p,n), (drn) and (¿rn)

reactíons on several light elements. The (ern) reaction suffers from a

small cross section and the neutron yield decreases rapidly as the

atomic nurnber of the Èarget nucleus increases (ALLE(5l)). The most
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frequently used reactions for productÍon of fast neutrons are (p,n) and

(drn). Neutron production in photo-nuclear reactions (trrn¡ using a

betatron or an electron linear accelerator is posslble, as these

accelerators are capable of producing powerful beams of gamma rays.

Nevertheless, this úethod suffers from two important disadvanÈages:

first, iE is inpossible to have a monoenergetic beam of incident gamma

rays since the bremsstrahlung of charged particles gives a continuous

spectrum and secondr lt is difficult to remove Èhe garnma ray component

which is present in a producecl neutron beam"

2.2 NEUTRON PRODUCTION TARGETS

2.2.1 REQUTREI{ENTS FOR NEUTRoN PRODUCTTON TARGET

The right choice of a neutron production Earget, is very irnportant

when developing a facility for neutron research. The target nucleus

should have the threshold for neutron production as low as possible,

the neutron yield should be as high as possible, the residual activity

during and afÈer bombardrnent by charged partÍc1es should be as small as

possible. Since neutron experiments very often take a long time to

perform, it is important that a neutron production targeÈ has a long

lifetime when exposed to the beam. This is related to its chemical and

t.hermal properties, as well as the radiation damage produced by charged

particles G
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..... , Light elements (A(25) are the best for producing a monoenergetic

medium-energy neutron beam with protons in the energy range 26-65 l(ev

( (JUNG(71) ' AUMA(72), McNA(75), R0l"1E(76))). Some typÍca1 neutron

producing reactions are listed in Table l.

REACTION Q-VALUE [MeV] THRISHOLD [MeV]

D(d,n) 3
He

He

3.278

T(d,ri)4 L7.589

t(p,n)3tte -0.7 55 I .007

6Li(prr,¡6Be -5.07 I 5.923

7r,i(p,n)7Be ^L "644 1"881

hi(a,n)BBe 15 " 031

9s.(p,n)98 -1.850 2.O57

9g"(¿,n)1oB 4.361

f

Table l. Q-values and thresholds of reactions

most frequently used in accelerators as a source

of fast neutrons¡
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The Q-value and t.hreshold (Eatr) calculations, throughout this work,

have been performed by using known fornulae from the two body

kinematics in the lab system:

Ç*t' 
and( t) Q=m + *2I

(2) lQl(1 + mr/m, + lQl lânr)t c=l

where m, is the rnass of incident part.icler m, is the mass of the

target nucleus (at rest) and )lr., is the sum of masses produced in
T1

the nuclear reactlon. The mass constants are taken from I^IAPS(77) and

COHE( 83) .

2"2.2 DEUTERII]M TARGET

The D(drrr¡3H" reaction was one of the first to serve as a

source of monoenergetic neutrons. The disadvantages are that the

deuterons break up, which takes place above 4.5 !leV, and presence òf

protons which are produced with nearly the same probability in the
?

D(drp)-H reaction. The líquid deuterium target in the D(prn)2p

reaction produces a high neutron yield but, due to the three body final

state, neutrons have much 1or¡er energy than incident protons.

E- =thr

t
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2.2.3 TRITIIJM TARGET

Neutrons can be prodtrced eÍther by accelerating deuterons and

borubarding the tritium target or by accelerating tritons and bombarding

the deuterium target. Tritium, used as Ehe neutron production targeÈ

generates fast neut,rons by means of reactions, T(p rrr¡3H" and

ItT(d,n)-He. The last reaction is commonly used in the so-called

neutron generator. The importance of this reaction is that a

monoenergetic high energy neutron beam (approximately l4 MeV) can be

produced r¡1 th deut,erons of very low energy, approxirnately 200 keV" The

disadvantages are difficutties in handling the target, iÈs short

lifetime and potenÈial danger \"rhen working with radíoactive triÈium.

2.2.4 LITHIIJì,I TARGET

A thin 7Li a"rg"t generates a nearly monoenergetic beam of fast

neutrons in either proton or deuteron Índuced reactions" Natural Li

consists of. 92.57. 
7Li anð, 7.5% 6Li. The low energy threshold

(ta¡te l), Êhe high neutron yield and good neutron beam characteristigs

(LQNE(77)) give ttre 7tt(prrr)78" reaction advantage in experiments

rvhere a good resolutíon of neutron beam is required. It was found that

60% of neutrons produced by bombarding a naEural Li target with 40 MeV

protons r.rere in the 2 lleV wide peak (Aill't{(72)). For a given incident

energy, the (drn) reaction on Li yields neut.rons t¡ith higher average

energy than the (p,n) reaction (LONE(77)).

ö
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A serious disadvant,age of a Li target is diffículty in handling

ir due to its chemical instability and very low melting point (179"C)

vrhich makes its use more difficult in accelerators wfÈh high proton

currents. The lithiun target, also suffers from poor thermal

conductivity and is poisonous.

2.2.5 BERYLLIU}I TARGET

When the energy resolution is not of greaÈ Ímportance, the most

convenient target for neutron productfon is beryllÍum. Although the

neutrons produced have a lower average energy Ëhan those fron LÍ'

natural beryllium has several advantages. Berylliurn is chemically

stable, with very high rnelting point, (1278 t 5"C, CRCH(84)). This is

particularly important in long neutron experimentso Natural berylliun

conslsts of t00% 9¡e. Generally, neutron yield and average neutron

energy aÈ 0o from the (drn) reaction on Be are higher than frou the

(prn) reaction at the same incident energy (LONE(77))" Ilowever' most

ísochronous cyclotrons produce protons with nearly double the energy.of

Èhe deuterons, which is important in experiments where a high averaþe t

energy of neutrons is required.

Because of the advantages listed above, natural beryllium is a

most commonly used target for both nuclear research and medical

applicat ions.
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2.2.6 COMPARING (p,tt) AND (d,n) REACTIOI'IS ON Li AND Be TARGETS

Neutron energy distributions from (drn) reactions on Be and Li

Ëargets have very simllar shapes. Thg same can be sald for neutron

distributions from (prn) reactions on Be and Li targeÈs. 0n the other

hand, neutron energy spectra generated by protons on natural berylliura

have a very different shape fron the spectra generated by deuterons on

Ehe same target (LONE(77). As has already been pointed out, for a

glven projectile energy, the (drn) reactlon on Be and targets

produces higher neutron yield at 0" and neutrons with hlgher average

energy than the (prn) reaction, An important characterisllc of the

produced neutrons is their angular distribution. Generallyr neutrons

from the (drn) reaction are more forward peaked than from the (prn)

reaction, thus for most applications a deuteron would be a better

projectile (LONE( 77) " In rnedical applications where one of t.he

requirements for neutron beam Ís higher average neutron energy, the

(prn) reaction has the advanÈage. In the case of isochronous

eyclotrons that produce proÈons with double the energy of deuterons,

the maximum energy of neutrons from (p'n) reactions is nearly twice a.s

high as the energy of neutrons from (d'n) reactions.

t
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2.3 BACKSTOP MATERIAL

As has been mentioned in the introductíon, Èhe use of a sl¡¡eep

magnet in radiotherapy for removig protons from a neuÈron beam b;r

deflecting them into a Faraday cup is impractical" Protons whích pass

through a thin neutron production target should be stopped downstrean

of the neutron production target by a material which has to satisfy the

following requirements: the threshold for neutron production should be

as high u" po""ibl", it should cause as little distortion of the

neutron beam as possible, it should be chemically stable with no

toxicity, Íts residual radloactivity should be as small as possible and

finally, it should be a low cost rnaterial with good thermal

conductivity. Carbon, copper and aluminum ¿lre considered as elements

which could satisfy these reclui.rements" The disadvantage of usÍng

copper is a large residual activity and low threshold for neut.ron

production. Natural aluminum consists of IOOZ 
27 dl- and produces much

higher neutron yield than carbon. The (prn) reactíons on these Èhree

elements with Q-values and Ëhresholds are li.sted in Table 2" Frorn this

table it is clear that a high threshold for the 12C(O,rr)l2N

reaction, as well as g8.gi4 ahundance of l2a, gr'tr" advanÈage to

natural carbon, thus graphite is widely used for targeÈ backing or

s topping the proton beam (AI^IS 1( B0) , ROSE( Bi ) , BEI'IL( 84) ) . Protons

exiting the Be neutron production target \,Iith a thickness less than the

proton range, interact with the baclcing material and, due to hígh

threshold for neutron production on 12C, p.oduce neutrons v¡hÍch have

t
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much lorver average energy than neutrons from the Be Èarget. To remove

this fow energy component and increase hardness of the neutron bean,

i,ê.¡ the average neutron energy, it iS comrnon to use hydrogenous

f ilters .

REACTION Q-VALUE l]aevl TI{RESHOLD [MeV]

12c q p, n¡ 12H -lB.l20 t9.657

13c(o,r)r3N -3.003 3.236

27A1(p,n) 27 si -5.591 5.801

63 Cu(p,n) 63Zn -4.150 4 "2L6

65 Cu(p,n) 65Zn -2" I34 2"167

Table 2. Q-values and energy thresholds for

(prtr) reactions on natural C' A1 and Cu.

f

With these filters ít Ís possible to reduce Èhe low energy component

and thus increase the penetration of neutrons, which is very iroportant

in medical applications. Regarding the quality of a neutron beam, it

has beert shown (AI^IS1(80), BEI^IL(84) ) Èhat using natural carbon as a

backing materlal instead of hydrogenous filters, has advantage.

However, due to very low thresholds, the presence of high energy
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neutrons in reactions of protons tith 13C and the low energy neutrons

generated in high threshold react,ions or, 12C (Table 2), al.fect the

energy spectrum of a neutron beam frorn the neutron production target.

It. is the purpose of this work to study the contribution of neutrons
It

from the "C isotope in the total neuÈron yield using 30 MeV Protons

and a thick natural carbon target.

2.4 NEUTRON PRODUCTION FROI"I CARBON

It has been shown that carbon ls the most suitable maÈeriaL for

backing the target for production of Èherapy neuÈrons and for stopping

the proton beam from the (prn) reaction (SMAT(82) ' BEI.IL(Ba¡¡. Natural

carbon consists of two isotopes, l2c 
"rrd 

l3c, 
"ho"e 

abun<lancles are

98.89T¿ and I .II%, respeetively (LEDE(78) ). Because of consideratrly

different thresholds for the (p,n) reactÍon (Table 2), the contríbutlon

of I3C in a hígh neutron energy component of t,he Èotal neutron yteld

from the neutron production t,arget may be significant. With an

lncident proton beam of 30 MeV on carbon, neutrons can be produced in

reactions as listed in Table 3. From this table it is clear that due
È
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to low thresholds for the neutron production (first two reactíons from

the top), the high energy neutron comPonent in the neutron specÈrun

from carbon is generated in reactior," o.t l3C.

REACTION Q-VALUE [MeV] TIIRESHOLD [MeV]

L3 c(p 'n)
13

-3.003 3.236N

l_3 c(p,np) L2 c -4.946 5.331

13
C(p,ncú) 9

B -12,498 13.473

12 c(p,n)1,2
-18.120 19.657N

1'c(p,.p)11c .-r8.7 2t 20.309

13 c(p,2n)r2l¡ *23.067 24.876

13c(o,p2n111c -23.668 25.525

L2 C(p,ncú) I B -2.6"129 28.354

TABLE 3. Q-values an<l thresholds for possible reacÈions

on a carbon target \,tith 30 MeV incident Protons.
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2.5 I.¡EUTRON BEAM FOR RADIOTHERAPY

The first idea about the application of fast neutrons in

radiotherapy came from Lawrence, soon after he had constructed Èhe

f irst cyclotron (LAI^IR(37) ). The advantages of using neutrons in

clinical radiotherapy can be summarized as follows: high LET radíat,ion

effectr low OER and lovr RBE effect near the surface. Relative

Biological Effectiveness or RBE is defined as a biologieal effect

caused by a certain radiation in a biological system relative to the

effect produced by 25O keV X-rays (HALL(83)). Two other effects, LET

and OER have been described in the introduction.

For radiotherapy applications, neutron beams should have high

energy and be sufficiently intense (Ul,tXç77)). The neutrons should

have sufficiently high energy to provide a dose dístribution during the

therapy treatment such that Lhe maximum dose rate occurs at desirable

depth of human tissue. It is common to describe this effect by the

depth at which half (or 50%) of the maximum dose rate occurs. In the

interaction wiÈh tissue, the free path Íncreases wiÈh neutron energy.

The depth dose rate increases as the average energy of neutron bean

increases (SMAT(82)). In case of low energy neutrons, Ëhe radiation

dose to the healthy tissue is high and may cause serious damage. I.Ihere

orte is treating a deep seated tumor, the basic intention is to achÍeve

the penetration to the depth at which the turnor tissue is located rqhile

avoiding much absorpÈion in the healthy tissue. As mentioned earlier,

neutrons are sl-owed down rnost,ly by elasEic scattering on hydrogen,

È
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which is the major constítuent of huroan tissue. Since the n-p elastic

scattering cross section decreases with increasing energy, the

attenuat.ion of neuÈrons in the tissue becomes smaller at higher

energies. In order to provide Èhe deeper penetration of recoil protons

and adequate radiation dose rate aË the depth t¡here tumor ti.ssue nay be

located, 1t is desirable that a neutron beam has higher average energy.

The average neutron energy is directly proportion;l to the incident,

proton energy (Al'tS2(80)). The requirement for a hlgher average neutron

energy ls related to the t'harclnesstt of the neutron beam. The neutron

beam wfth better energy resolutíon i.ê. with smaller energy spread

will have higher average neutron energy for a given incident proton

energyo The t,erm resolution or energy spread in this thesis j-s assumed

as the full widt.h at half maximurn (FI,IHM) for a given energy peak.

The int,ensity of neutrons from a source decreases as the square

of Èhe distance from the source. The distance between neutron target

and Èhe patienÈ undergoing therapy treatment, whlch is norroally

determined by the length of collimator, is known as the Target (or

source) Ëo Skin Distance (TDS). In clesigning a neutron source for ":"
in radiotherapy, Awscalom et al. (AI'IS2(80)) consider several-

aspects: neutron yield, neutron dose rate aL requíred distance, depth

dose distribution in Èissue, "skin sparing" (SlfAT(82) ) ' thermal

properties and conductivity of the target and residual activity in the

Èreatment environment.

!
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A thick target produces a higher neutron yield, but vtith a wider

energy spread, which reduces the average neutron energy. The low

energy component reduces Èhe penetration of the neutron beam and

increases the Relatíve Biological Effectiveness (RBE) near the patient

surface (BEI^IL(80)) " This low energy component can be reduced by

filtration of the neutron beam with hydrogenous material" The use of

hydrogenous filters of different thicknesses and their effect on

neutron beam characteristics is discussed by Johnsen S.tr{., (JOHN(78))

and Smathers et al. (SMAT($/)). The advantages of usíng thinner

neutron production targets are ln reducing the low energy component oÍ

neutrons thus increasing the hardness and decreasing the RBE of the

neutron beam near the surface. The disadvantage is a lower neutron

yield and dose rate than from a thick target.

IÈ is known (AI^IS1(80), ROSE(Bl)) that improvement in bearn quality

for neutron therapy from t.he (prn) reaction can be achieved by using

Èargets thinner than the proton range and by absorbing the rest of

proton energy 1n a rnaterial with good thermal propertles and smal.l

cross section for neutron production" Measuring the inÈensíty of fast

neutrons from Be and Li targets, Lone et al. (LONE(B})) studied the

importance of thickness of the neutron production target and the

minimum projectile energy and Èhe current to satísfy the requirements

for a neutïon source in radiotherapy. Bewley et al. (BEWL(84))

investigated the effects of thin targets and filcering on the dose rate

and penetration of the neutron beam from the (p'n) reactÍon on Be.

Their conclusion agreed rvith results of all experiments mentioned

å
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above: using thin neutron producÈion targets with good backing

material (carbon) is a better rl¡ay to improve the quality of the neutron

beam than using hydrogenous filters.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASURE}IENT OF NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRA AND FLI.IXES

3.1 RECoTL PROTON TECHNTQUE

For the flux and energy spectrum measurenents of fast neutrons'

recoil proton technique is commonly used" !'or this purpose a special

charged partlcJ-e telescope is used. It det.ects and measures Lhe energy

of protons from a neutron-proton elastic co11Ísion, recoiling from a

thín hydrogenous target, usually polyethyJ"ene. Since a measurement of

the proton energy at a given scatLering angle determines the neutron
Õ

energy, one can measure the energy of protons detected aÈ any

convenient angle and

energy distribution.

of energy for that

then deduce the neutron energies

n-p cross section

irom Èhe proton

If one knows the as a function

ang1e, a neutron energy spectrum can be obtaineC.

If absoluEe detector efficiency ancl solÍd angle are known, the absolute

obtained as well.neutron flux can be
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3.2 TELESCOPE-COUNTER

Generally, a charged particle telescope can serve for the

identification and energy measurement of charged particles, products of

nuclear reactions. It norrnally consists of several (scint.illation or

semiconductor) detectors of different thicknesses, connected ín

coincidence and antícoincidence systems, with the alm of selecting the

particles that are to be studÍed and measuring their Properties such as

energy distributions, angular distributions etc. The thickness of the

first (AE) detector is chosen to be less than the particle range and

the energy deposited in this detector is measured" If the effect of

nultiple scattering is neglected, the deposÍted energY Ín a E detector

can be found from the formula:

(3) (dE/clx)dx

where dE/dx is the energy lost by the charged particle per unlt Path

length and xO is the thickness of the detector. The total energy of

charged particles can be determined by stopping particles in detectors

with thicknesses greater than their range. The energy pulse is

analyzed according to its pulse height which is related to the total

energy deposited in the detector.

The method of identification of charged particles by using AE and

E detectors is based on the fact that the energy loss of charged a

particle is proportional to its mass and square of atomic number:

îo

^r=-lJ
0

Ë
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mZ2. This can be sirnply shown if we recall the Bethe-Bloch forrnula

for protons or heavier particles at nonrelativistíc energies (MARM(69)'

SEGR( 77)) z

-dE/dx = (kZ 2 /v 2
) tnt zrn"v2l r)

or neglecting the speed dependence of the logarithrnic therrn:

(4) df,/ð.x = CZ
2 /v 2

where k and C are constants, Z is the atomic number of the medium

(detector), v 1s the speed of particle, m" is the electron masss and

I is the íonizaLion potential" Using Èhe relationship between the

speed ancl lcinetic energy E = tu2/20 where m is the mass of the

particle, the energy loss in terms of the partiele energy is given by:

.l ,:l

(s) dE/dx = CZ2m/28 or

t
(dE/dx)E 2(6) mZ

A two dimensional represen¡ation of dE/dx vs. E, where 
^E 

is usually

plotted on the y-axis and E as the total energy (AE+E) on the x-axis,

enables the charged particle discrirnination displaying distinctj,r¡e

hyperbolic bands characteristic for each group of charged particles

with different mass (m) or atomic number (Z). One can select a grouP
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of charged particles by setring up tl.to dimensional gates (windows) on

the corresponding bands. The projection of events wíthin the windows

onÈo the total energy axes wlll give a one dimensional energy spectruÍÌ

of the desired group of par¡icles. Such types of counter teleseopes

have been discussed by several auÈhors: KUO(60), MARI(60)' GIBS(67)'

ROTrl( 70).

3.3 DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRU}'I

l¡hen the recoil proton energy spectrum is obËained, the procedure

to obtain the neutron energy spectrum is as follovrs" The recoil Proton

energy has to be recalculated and converted into the netrtron energy by

using the known relationship from the two body kinematics between the

proton and neutron kinetic energies at a given angle (see equation (t2)

in Chapter 4). To obtain the neutron energy spectrum, the recoil

pro¡on spectrum must be corrected for the energy and angle dependence

of the n-p elastic scattering cross section. Thi-s procedure is

described in detail in section 4.6 of Chapter 4. At present the best

known data on the absolute elastic scattering differential cross

sections are fron t{opkins ancl Breit (HOPK(7i)), with accuracy better F

than l%. Corrections for the nultiple scattering of protons r¿hieh

generate neutrorìs in the neutron production target, âs well as

corrections for Ehe ínelastic scatLering of produced neutrons in Ehe

neutron production target it.self (due to finite thickness of the

neutron production target), will give â more accurate form of the

neutron specLrum from the neutron production target.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERII,fENT

4.I THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA CYCLOTRON

The UniversiÈy of Manitoba variable energy four secÈor spiral

riCge cyclotron r,ras constructed in 1965" It accelerates axially

injected H- and D- ions from an external ion source. Negative H- and

D- ions are deflected into the median plane by an electrostatic mirror.

The proton and deuteron beams are extracted by a thin aluminuro

stripping foil and a cornbinatlon magnet at energies from 22 to 45 b{e.V

and from 10 to 23 I'feV respectívely. The energy of extraction can be

chosen by varying the position of the stripping foíl. The beam current

normally ranges from 5 to l0 pA.
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4.2 NEUTRON LINE

The University of Manitoba Neutron (D) Line (Fig l) for producing

unpolarized neutron beam with energies betrJeen 20 and 40 ì4eV was

developed during Èhe last three years. Protons fron the cyclotron

enter the experinental area B passing throughout quadrupole magnets Ql

t.o Q4 and a switching magnet which is normally used to bend protons

along one of the five beampipes. Since the neutron line is on the zero

degree beanpipe, a swiÈching magnet is used here only as a (horizontal)

steering magnet together wiÈh an additional (vertical) steering magnet

(ST.M) located downstream from the switching rnagnet. After innpinging

on a thin neutron production target and passing through' Protons as

rvell as charged particles which are produced in reaction of incident

protons wi.th t.he target nuclei (Table 3, Chal>ter 3), are def lected

downr¿ard by a sweep magnet (Itig 2) into a strf-elded Faraday cuP, whí1e

neuÈrons produced throughout the target eontinue to move forward.

After passlng through a I.4 m long lron collimator (Fig 2) made of

steel and lead and embedded in concrete shield, neutrons then enter an

evacuated scattering chanber 4I cm in diameter where detectors are

positioned"

For a neutron production target, both natural beryllium (0.025 cm

thick) and natural lithium (0.1 cm thick) been used. The flux of
o

neutrons below 40 MeV at the end of collimator from 'Be target and

amounts to approximately - lO5 n/" "*2' 
rn Èhe future it is

expected that hrith new improved proton and deuteron beams iÈ will be

f
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Figure I

Cyclotron external beam layout

Q - Quadrupole magnets

A - High resolu'Lion analyzíng maç¡tlets

ST"M - Steering magnet
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Figure 2

Vertical cross section of the neutron producing

target(T), sweep magnet(SM), collimator(C) and shield-

CL - Cooling lines

n - Neutrons

p - Protons

PS - Paraffin shield

SC - Scattering chamber

t
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possible to obtain both unpolarized and polarízed neutrons with higher

energy and better qualitY.

4.3 TARGET AND DETECTORS

A carbon t,arget with thickness of (0.53 t 0.02) cm and cross

sectional area of 9.0 x 7.5 cml, r¡Ias installed on the ladder rnade

from fi'¡o pipes (Fig 3) which at the same time served as the cooling

system. The holder with target was placed before the sweep magnet

(Fig 2).

The energy of proton beam is deterrnined by the Position of the

strippíng foil, as described in the previous section, and has a spread

of 0.5 MeV FWIIì4. Protons with a nominal energy of 30.0 MeV are stopped

within the carbon target since the range for 30 l"IeV prot.ons in carbon

is approxinately 0"44 cm (JA|{N(83))" Protons and charged Particles

created in reactlons of 30 MeV primary protons and secondary neutrons

with nuclei of the carbon target were sl¡tept dor+nward, toward a Faraday

Cup by a sweep magnet. NeuÈrons produced throughout the carbon target

passed through a 1.4 m long shielded collimator, (Fig 2) before entering

an evacuated scattering eharnber 41 cm in diameter in which a thin

(0.00635 cm, 12.7 x 7.6 cm2) polyethylene CH, target and detectors

vrere positioned. The geornetry of (CH2) and detectors with

collimators inside the scattering chamber is shovm in Figure 4. Recoil

protons froro a polyethylene target $Iere detected by means of two

i<ìentical telescopes placed at 34" and 36', right and lefE relâtive to

t
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Figure 3

Schematic representation of the Carbon

(graphite) target used in the experiment.

p - Tncident p::oton beam"
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Figure {

Schematic diagram of scattering chamber,

CH
2

target and telescopes with detectors.

COL - Collimator of incidenL neutron beam

C- o C^ - Detector collintators
L¿

CON - Concrete shield

CHZ - Polyethylene target

AE, E, V * ORTEC surface barrier silicon cletectors

Fe-Pb - fron-lead shield

EA - Extended arms for vacuum pump connection

n - Neutrons

p - Protons

e
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the incident neutron beam and in the horizontal plane. Each telescope

The firstcons ist ed

two, 
^E 

and

V (veto)

of three ORTEC surface barrier silicon detectors.

E detectors \{ere connecÈed in coincidence, while the third,

detector !/as in anticoincidence. Sizes of ORTEC detectors

rJere as given in Table 4:

DETECTOR THICKNBSS EFFECTIVE AREA

AE 100 pm 200 mrn2

E 2000 pm
tt

V 1000 pm

TABLE 4. Sizes of "ORTEC" surface barrier

silicon detecÈors used for measuríng the

recoil proton energies in both telescopes.

In front of the AE and E detectors were collimators (Fj-g 5), the first

one determining the solid angle (18.1 msteradians).

The calibration vas done before the experiment by using a

st.andard alpha source 24tAm and precision pulse generator (ORTEC,

model 419). In order to have an energy of 25 IfeV at channel 1000,

pulses from the atpha source (5.486 l"leV) were chosen to lie in channel
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Figure 5

Detèctor - collimator geometry in telescope 2

^F:, 
E, V - Ortec surface barrier silicon detectors

CJ-, C2 - Detector collimators
Cr2 - Polyethylene i:arget

n : NeuÈrons

p - Protons

SC - Wall of the scatb,ering chamher
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173 which corresponded to a pulser arnplitude of 1.283 V. Then a pulse

generaÈor r¡ras used for matching the gain of the detectors. A sample

gain matching for the AEI detecÈor is shor¡n in Table 5.

PULSER AMPTITUDE [V] CI{AN}õL NUI'ÍBER

0.2 29

0.4 56

0.8 109

1.0 r35

1.5 242

r.7 228

TABLE 5" A sarnple Eable of gain natching

for ÀEl obtained by using a precision

pulse generator.

These data were put

parâmeÈers in the

setting:

into a least squares fit Program to

linear callbration function in

deEerrnine the È

Èerns of pulse

(7) P=a*ch*b

where P is the pulse height in volts, a is che slope in [V/ch], ch is

the channel number anrl b is the intercept in volts.
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The sarne procedure for each detecEor Íras repeated, and ftnal parameters

(slopes and intercepts) for calibrations of all six detecÈors in terr0s

of pulse setting were found to be as ín Table 6:

DETECTOR a I v/ctr ] b tvl

AEI

EI

v1

^82

E2

v2

0.00754

0.007 90

0.00766

0.00748

0.007 68

0.007 57

- 0.02021

- 0.0820

- 0.03930

- 0"01207

- 0.03635

- c"01810
F

Table 6. Parameters for the energy calibraLion of

all six detectors obtained by using a precision

pulse generator.
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The maximum energy of neutrons created at 0", from the two body

kinematics in the reactioq l3C(prrr)l3N 
"iat incident proton energy

of 30 MeV, tras calculated to be 27 .01 MeV. Frorn the Èvlo body

calculation for the I1(nrp)n elastic scattering when 27 l4eY neutrons

interacted wlth the hydrogen in the c:g-z target, the energy of

scaÈtered protons aÈ 35 degrees relative to incident neutrons was found

Ëo be 18"04 l4eV" FrÒnì fhe energy loss curves of protons ln sillcont

which have been macle for each <letector, the rninimum energy of Proton

needed to exit the first two detectors 
^E+E 

(total thickness 2.1 mm),

was found to be 18.6 MeV. The first detector, ÂF., (0.1 nm) sÈops 3 MeV

protons (JANN(83)), In order to stop all ProÈons recoiling from a

polyeÈhylene target aÈ 35o, when the maximum incident neutron energy is

27 MeV, the total thlckness of AE and E detectors ín a telescope l.¡as

chosen to be slightly greater Èhan the range of 18.6 MeV scattered

protons. An extra t.hickness or thírd detecEor, V, was added to stop

and to measure the total energy of particles rchích would pass thr:ough

the first trnto detectors¡ i.ê. particles wiÈh range larger than the

maximum range of proÈons recoiling from hydrogen. As expected, during

the analysis only a few events in the specÈrum of the V detector lile.re

found. In order to increase the spread of data taking' t'\^Io identical

telescopes $/ere positioned one at 34" and the other at 36o.

k\
til'ilY

t

@¡lsqsq,hro

'þ ,'4¡\lri ¿;ijoi.

&rs ffiÁfttä.%
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4.4 ELECTRONICS

A stgnal from the preamplifier (preanp) of each detector was sent frorn

the experimental area B (Fig t) to the control room into an amplifier

(Spec Arnp) and from here the unipolar pulse lrentr via linear gaËe and

sÈretcher (LG&S), into an ADC (Fíg 6). The ADC signal was sent via

CAMAC into the VAX computer which was used for wrÍting data onto the

magnetic tape. A bipolar pulse of each detector from an arnplifier was

sent to a singlê channel anaLyzer (SCA) and via a Èwo-fold coincidence

unit and gate delay went into a scaler and input register. The gain

and tirning parameters lJere adjusted to give a coíncidence output signal

whenever a proton passed through the ÀE and stopped in the E detector.

I^lhen a particle passed through boËh, the ÀE and E detectors it úIas

stopped in t-he third, V detect,orn Since the V detector was in

anticoincidence, sueh events were rejected.

4.5 DATA ANALYSIS

4.5. I SOFTI¡IARE DESCRIPTION

For online and offline analysis a VAX-I I1750 conputer $Ias usêd.

To sort dara from the online ADC or from offline tape (or disc) files'

event-by-event, a sorting algotithm has been tqritten. There were seven

words per event, three detectors from each telescope: AEi, 81, Vl and

LEz,F.2, V2 and input register' IMRG, as the seventh one (Èhe lisÈing

È
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Fígure 6

Electronies schematíc diagrant

^E, 
E, V - ORTEC surface barrier silicon deÈectors

PREAMP - ORTEC preamplifiers, model 1094

HV - High volÈage

SPEC AMP - ORTEC spectroscopy amplifíers, modelsz472 and 572

Uni * Unipolar pul.ses

Bi - Blpolar pulses

LG & S - ORTEC linear gate and sÈretcher, rnodel 442

SCA - ORTEC single channel analyzers, modelsz 455 and 551

ADC - ORTEC arnplitude digital converter, model ADBIi

GATE DELAY - ORTEC gate and tlelay, nodel 4164
ti
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of I'THICKil program is in APPENDIX). The input register defined a

signal for telescope I and telescope 2 and takes values I or 2. Four

event,s of seven words each were stored in a buffer and wriÈten on the

tape as one record, The total event file contained 32 runs' recorded

in sequence during the experiment. Síng1e dimensional prot.on recoil

spectra of all detectors: Àn, E, V and their sum AE+E+V as well as

corresponding two dimensíonal plot AE vs AE+E+V for both telescopes

I{ere created by the EVAL (Event Analysís Language) ONLINE routlne

during the experimenÈ and by the FORTRAN Program, THICK, for offlÍne

analysis, when events 'nrere read from the tape.

4.5.2 RECOIL PROTON SPBCTRA

The analysÍs was begun by forming single dimenslonal recoil

proÈon spectra of several short runs which were recorded on the tape 
'

in the beginning, in the micldle and at the end of the experimenÈ. The

spectra of these groups of runs vlere compared and analyze<l

independently" No discrepancíes v¡ere founcl between them and it led to

the conclusion thaÈ parameters determining the running conditiÖns

remained unchanged during the experiment. Then aLL 32 runs qrere added

and stored in one event file. To run this file and obtain all spectra

from ravr data, the offline FORTRAN program, THICK, was used (see

APPENDIX).

Charged parÈ, icle discrimination ¡ âs has been described ilt

Chapter 3, r¡tas achieved by setting up iwo or more detecÈors of

¡
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different thicknesses to form a telescope in such a way that the

thickness of the first detector is less than the range of the protonr

The thickness of the second detector is chosen to sÈop the proton.

Separating the proton events was enabled by setËing up two dimensional

gates (windows) on a tr^ro dimensional plot (Fig 7) for each telescope,

where the energy losses in the fÍrst detecÈor AE were plotted against

the total proton energy (AE+E+V). The projection of events wíthin the

windows onto the total energy axis gave one dimensional recoil proton

spectra (Figs B-10)"

Frorn Figute 7, which corresponds to telescope Ir it can be seen

that the proton bancl (isolated) dominates Èhe two dimensional specErum.

There erere a few deuteron events above (according to-mZZ dependence

ciescribed in chapter 3), likely from the t'a(rr,d)lls reactionn

As has been descrlbed in section 4.2, gain inatching rias done for

each deteetor separaLely. In order to adjust the calibration of al1

single and the total energy one-dimensional recoil proton spectra of

both telescopes to be the same, an average slope over all six single

specÈra (det.ectors) was taken as a common slope and then all specÈra

were shifted ínto a coordinate origin. The flnal calibration is given

AS:

(B) P = 0.00764[V/chJ ch ln tV]

where P corresponds

number. Recal ling

to the pulse setEing in volts and ch to a channel

the relation between pulse setEing, energy and
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Fiqure 7

Two dimensional plot of energ'y losses

in the first detector AEI vs" total

energy Ín telescope 1"

p - Isolated proton events

d * Deuterons

b - Backqround
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Figure 8

One dimensional recoil proton energy

distribution in detector Ä81, obtained

by projection of proton events within

the $rindow (sholrn in !'ig 7) onÈo the

total energy axÍs"

T
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Figure 9

One dimensional reco-ì-l proton energy

distribution in detector El, obtained

by projecLj-on of protorì evejtlts within

the windol¡r onto the total energ'y axis.

t
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Figure I0

The total energy distribution of recoil protons

in telescope I (^E+E+V), obtained by projection

of proton evenÈs within the window onto the total

energy axis.

t
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channel number (section 4"3, page 37), the channel axis 1n terms of MeV

becomes:

(e) E = 0.03267[MeV/ch] ch in [l"feV]

The THICK FORTRAN progran was written to separate "good" and "bad

eventsr'. Since the first two detectors ín each telescope weré in

coincidence, a bad event or incorrect firingo for instance, could be

called when the E detector is fired on1-y. Bad events are caused mostly

by accident.al coincidencesu In both telescopes l-hey were found to be

less than 3"Å of total events. Events with fired AE and E detectors,

either in telescope 1 or telescope 2, were good events. For further

analysís, good events were taken only,

Since Èelescopes .nerÐ at 3l¡" and 36o (Fig 5) t-he recoj.l. pl:ot-on

specËrå had to be recalculated as if they were at 35o" The energy of

recoil protons is a very sensitive function of the scattering angle

and, to perform these calculations, a shifÈ which is ehannel or energy

(correlation ís given by equation (9)) dependent was assumed (eqtrations

(10) and (1I)). From the two body kinematics for H(n,P)n, it was shciwn i

(Fig 11) that angle shifts frorn 34o to 35c and from 36o to 35o are

linear functions of energy. Generallyr anY change in energy can be

compensated by a slight change in the angle at all energies. Angle

shifts expressed in terms of channel dependent shifts sh, and sh,

for both telescopes were found to be:
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Figure 11

The difference in the proton energ'y due

to angle shift as a function of incident

neutTon energy in the reaction H(nrp)n.

The slopes k.''=1 "637xIO"-2' and kr=-1.654x10*2

correspond to an angle shift. from 34o to

35o and from 36o to 35o , respectively.
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( r0) sh k ch 1.6368x10-2chI I

ch = -1.6564x10
-2ch( I t) sh

2
k

2

where k, and k, are slopes corresponding to angle shífts from 34 to

35 and from 36 to 35 clegrees for Eelescopes I and 2 respectively

(Fig 1l) and ch is the channel number. The negative sign in front of

kZ is a consequence of decreasing energy of scattered protons as

seatÈering angle ts increasingo Note that lk, I = lk,l . The

coefficients k I and kZ srere then puÈ in the TI{ICK prograü

(kr=C0Nl and kr=96¡2¡. When one-dimensional recoil proton spectra

of all detectors were recalculate<l as if they were at 35o, Èhe tuo

total energy spec.Èra corresponding to telescope I and Ëelescope 2 vrere

added in orcler Èo improve statistics" The total energy recoil Proton

spectrum 1s shown in Fígure 12. Recoil Protons \^Iith energy less than

3.5 MeV $rere stopped in the first, ÀE detecLor, which explains the

cut*off at low energies" The error bar in each proton Íntensity is

calculated by taking the square rooE of the proton intensity iÈself.

After the channel axis of this spectrum was converterl inÈo lfeV (Fig 13)

by putting the calibration relationship (9) into the prograrn, data were

taken for further analysis i.e. for Èhe determination of the neutron

s pecÈ rum.
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Figu:ce 12

One dimensional recoil proton distribution

at 35oo afEer the total energy spectra of

teleseope t and 'telescope 2 wete added.

û
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Figure 13

Recoil proton spectrum from the H(n,p)n

reaction measured at 35o in the lab system"

$
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4.6 NEUTRON SPECTRIII'Í

The procedure to determine the neutron specÈrum lras as fol-lows '

Neutron energies rrrere calculated f rom Ë,he known relativistic relation

between the incident neutron (Trr) and recoil proton (Tp) energies

( GrBs( 67) ) :

Tp
( r2) Tn

.o=20
T

2p
SIN 0

2
2Mc

where 0 = 35o and M is the nucleon mass taken as (M- + M^)/Z' The'n p

neutron spectrum I¡Ias then obtained according to the formula:

.T 'l' ) sin2êp p
( 13) I(T

n)n

€ 
^f)å8 lït,n, 

N Aat^rn 2

I
for a fixed scatEering angle 0, where:

In(Tn) = number of neutrons in the beam at CH2 tarllet ' Pêr

seconcl , pêr 
"t2, 

p". MeV (ATr, = i l"leV);

tO(tO) = intensity of recoil protons at a given energy

from Figure t3;

T
p
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ê = l, efficiency for detection of recoil ProÈons in the solid

angle AQ;

dg lT -ê) = d.ifferential cross secEion for n-p elastic
d,Ç¿-t-^nt"'Iab

scattering at 35o in the lab systen;

2ptNA/l'l, number of hydrogen atorns per cm
2 in thett -

target, where p and t are the density and thickness of

target, N

of. CHr;

A = cross

o is Avogadro's number and M is the molecular

C'Z

t.he CH,

we ight

sect.ion of the neutron beam determined by the
t(2"54 cm-);collinator

At = time of measurement;

The differential cross section for each energy from I to 30 MeV

was calculated using Èhe expansion:

( 14)

4L
I=0

CrP, ( cos n9 )

where ca are given coefficients of expansion (H0PK(71)) in the cM

systen and obtained by using the LRL phase shifts (MACG(69))' Pt are

rhe f irst f ive Legendre polynomials and ,$ is the angle in the Cl'f

system (corresponding to 35" in Ehe lab system).

Nif\ttron spectrum frorn naÈura1 carborr Earget at Èhe CHZ

qg
dQ

CM
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scattering target, obt.ained by using t.he fonnula (13) ' is shov¡n in

Figure 15. The low energy cut-off aL 5.2 ì4eV is the consequence of the

proton cut-of f at 3.5 l"leV (by applying the equation ( 12) ) ' as has

already been explained in the descripÈion of Figure I3.

4.7 CORRECTIONS DUE TO NEUTRON ABSORPTION IN CARBON TARGET

If one vrants to determine the neutron spectrum at the neutron

production target, corrections of neutron intensitiesrdue to the finite

thickness of the carbon target have

produced in various depths can

af terwards, interacting wit.h nuclei

neutron spectrum aL CH, target may

several possible nuclear reactions

t.o be made. Neutrons which are

inittate secondary nuclear reactions

of the target itself, thus the

be little disÈorted. In Table 7,

in<luced by neutrons in carbon are

out. from t.lre carbon [argetr1ísted. Att.enuation of neutroûs, coming

depends on

the major

interact ion

the target

carbon

thickness and Èotal cross section of neutrons on

t2^isot,ope ^'C. The total cross section for

of neutrons in carbon as a function of neutron

(cuER( 76) , DAvl( 84) , MErG( 84) ) . rn

energy i.s

order ta

can

tshown 1n Figure 14

estimate Ehe neutron

be used:

( l5)

inÈensity correctíons, the following formula

- ont
e

n
II *

n
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Figure 14

The total cross section On_C

for neutron interactions in carbon.
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N_C REACTION Q-VALUE [MeV] TIIRESHOLD l]levl

I'c (o , rr' ) 
12c 0.0 0.0

12c(rrrr,'t)12c -4.439 4 .813

tfo(n,c¿) 9Be -5.701 6.182

r2c(n,n')3cL -7,275 7.888

12c(.,,n" t )12c -7 .654 B. 300

12c(r,,p 
) 
r2g -12.587 r3. 652

12c(nu2n'¡llc ^18.7 2I 20 "326

Table 7. Q-values and tl'rresholds for neutron induced

reacrions in carbon targeE itself , r'rhich may reduce

the intensiÈy of neutron bearn from a thick carbon

Eargeto

where I* and I are corrected and uncorrected neutron intensiEies
nn

respectively, cr (= on_c) is the Èotal Í-reutron cross sect.ion in

carbon at a given neutron energy Tn (Fig 14), rl is the number of

target nuclei per "*3 and t is the difference between the target
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thickness and thickness at '¡hich neutrons are produced. The number of

target nuclei I2C p"t .*3 t. given by rhe known formula:

( l6) n = nrNof/A

where p7 ís the isotopic abundance in percent, NA is Avogadro's

number, P is the density of graphite (2.22 glen3, JANN(83)) and A

is the atomic weight in graas. The maximum attenuation of neutrons

rsith the highest .(27 MeV) and lowest energy (5 t.teV), when Ehe thickness

of the carbon Earget is 0.53 cm (by using Ehe formula (15)), r.¡ere found

to be 3.77. and 52 respectively.

There is one point to notice. Above 7.89 MeV the breakup of

l2C irrro three alpha particles can occur. The cross section for this

reaction is negligible up to l0 MeV, but above 14 MeV and up Eo 19 I'feV

it íncreases rapidly and amounts to approximatelry 207" of the total

cross section of Èhe neutron i-nduced reactions on l2C (nNtO(83)).

In order Eo avoid rnultiple scattering ancl decrease energy losses

of recoil protons, a Lhin polyeEhylene targeÈ rvas used as a scâttering

Èarget. Corrections for multiple scattering are negligible in

hydrogenous targets which cause no more than I57. energy losses

( crBS( 67) ) .

It was assumerl that the composiEion of a polyethylene target

(CH2) vras carbon and hydrogen in the atomic ratio l:2 anci with no

impurities. Above 14 MeV neutron energy, the t'a(n,p)l2g reaction

in the polyethylene target can take place. The Q-value for this

f
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neucron energy of 27 MeV, the maximum energy of scattered protons at 35

degrees was found to be I3.7 MeV. ThaE means that roughly above 14 ÞleV

there \^ras no contribution of these protons in the proton recoil

spectrum. Cornparing the total cross sections for the t"("rp) 12n

reacrion (GUER(76)) and n-p elastic scâttering (I10PK(71)) it was

estimated that below 14 MeV Che contribution of these protons would be

less than 57". The final form of the neutron spectrum is shown in

Figure 15.

4"8 DISCUSSION

Since rhe threshold for the t2C(O,rr) 12tl reaction is

approxirnately 20 MeV, it is clear that neutrons produced in Ehis

reaction wit.h 30 MeV inciclent protons clo not conEribute to the total

neutron yield above 10 MeV" The peak dorninating the neutron spectrua

(Fig 15) is a "mixture" of neutrons produced in reaction" on l2C and

Iow energy neutrons produced in reactions on l3a (DA'GL(61), LIND(75),

BArR(81)).

Due to a low threshold the ground scate neutrons fron 
ñ

the t 3a( 
o ,.r) 

l3r'¡ react ion a maximum energy close to the

energy of incident protons' Thresholrl' excitation levels and angular

tli st ribution of the groun<l state neutrons f rora Ehe react ion

t'a(0,.,) l3i,t r^Iere studied by several authors:

(*3 MeV),

can have

RICK( 66) , BONN( 66) , BYRD( Bt ) . In our

protons was 30 I'feV and, f rom the neutron

crBB(59), BArR(60),

the incidenl energY ofcase

spect.rum on natural carbon
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Figure 15

Energy distribution of neutrons for

neutron energies above 5"2 MeV is presented"

The neutrons s/ere obÈained by bombarding

a thick natural carbon target v¡ith 30 MeV

protons" The low energy eut-off at 5"2 MeV

is the consequence of the proton cut-off

in Figure 13"

t
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(Fig 15), it can be seen thac the maxímum energy of neutrons is between

27 and 28 MeV with uncertainty caused by the primary proEon beam

(0.5 MeV or 2"/") and statistics. All neutrons above roughly 10 MeV and

up to Èhe maximurn energy are produced on tta, either in the

r3c(p,np)12c or in t3c(n,n)13n reaction. The neutron spectrum
tâ

due to t'C, thi"h is the expansion of the neutron spectrum from

Figure 15 in the energy region B-30 MeV, is shown in Figure 16.

Since natural carbon is widely used as a backing materlal for the

neutron production Earget, one must consider the low and high energy

neutron components" The lOw energy coaponent of neutrons, generated

mostly on l2C, will reduce the hardness of the neutron beam. For an

incident proton energy of 30 l"leV the Largest number of neutrons

produced from carbon have energy between 6 and 7 MeV (Fig 15)" The

number of neutrons Èhen decreases rapidly as the neuÈron energy is

increasedo with the loug high energy taíl starting frorn l0 IleV and

extending to a maximum energy approxirnately 27 MeV due to neutrons

l?produced on '-C. This hígh ener€ly neutron component has to be

considered along rvith the primary neuÈron beam from Ehe neutron

production targeÈ since it will increase the dose rate in therapy

applications.

4.9 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRON SPECTRINI

Errors in determination of the neutron spectrunt may have been

in the previousgenerated from several sources. As has been mentioned

t
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Figure 16

Energy distribution of neutrons due
1?

to *"C, obtained by expansion of the

neutron spectrtrtn from Fign-rre l-5 :i-n

energy range l0 - 30 MeV"

f
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secËion, an energy spread of the initial proEon beam from Èhe cyclotron

was knor^m with accuracy less tha¡ 27". The error due to energy losses

of recoil protons of approximately 19 MeV in 0.00635 cm thick

polyethylene t,arget was estimated to be less than l%. A1so, the

presence of impurities and the facE that the raÈio of C and H atons Ís

not always l:2 ín a polyethylene target, mâY have contrÍbuted to

errors" The kinematic spread 
"",r""a 

by the geometry of the neutron

produced beam and finite solid angle determined by a detector

acceptance angle (the uncerLainty ot absolute error in measuring

detector angle is approximately l%) can be additional sources of error.

The differenE.ial cross section for n-p elastic scaEtering which riTas

used for the energy dependence correction of the proton recoil spectrum

is known with accuracy better than lZ. Major errors Ín neutron

intensities occured due to statistics and were found to be frorn 17. to

47".

t
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Pr<.¡duction of fast neutrons for radiotherapy applicaEions

commonly makes use of the (p,n) reaction using Be or Li targets-

Natural carbon, used as a backing material for the thln neutron

production target provides acceptable neutron beam characteristics.

The low energy component of neutrons which reduces the peneEration of

Ëherapic neuÈrons from the (p,n) reaction on beryllium and increases

RBE near the skin, can be reclucecl by a f iltering of the neutror¡ beam

with hydrogenous filters. The mean energy and thus the peneÈration of

neutrons for a given incÍdent proton energy can be increased b)' using

thinner targets, but at Ehe expences of dose rates- For a constant

energy and currenL of incident proton beam, the neuÈron dose rate' at a

depth of interesL,, rìecreases as the thickness of neutron production

target increases (AI,ISt(80)). Using a thin berylliurn targec bac.ked by

carbon appears to be an efficient way of improving neutron bean

å
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characÈeristics for radiorherapy (RosB(Bl), BEIIL(84) ). perhaps a

bet,ter quality of t.he neut.ron beam, providing sat.isfactory dose

distribution in tissue, could be achieved by using both

methods: thinner targets backed by carbon and hydrogenous filters.

However, high energy neutrons procluced in reactions of prot.ons with
l3C when natural carbon (graphite) is used for rhe Earget backing,

affects t.he primary neutron beam. Due to a very 1ow threshold,

neutrons from the (prn) reacEion on the 1.1% abundant l3C r.t

natural carbon can have energy close to the energy of the incident

protons . -

In our experiment it sras founcl that the neutron spectrum fron a

thiek naÈural carbon block bombarded by 30 MeV protons, does have t.he

high energy comporÌent generated in reactions of protons from

r3c(p,.)l3tl and t3a(o,pn)l2c rur".ions. The maximum energy of

neutrons was found to be approximately 27 MeV and corresponded to the

ground state neutrons f rom t,he l3a(0,r,) l3l¡ react.ion" It was

estimated that neutrons produced in reactions of protons on l3C

contribute to approximately ll'/" of. the total number of neutrons enitted

from natural carbon target"

The low energy neutron component is gerrerated ln several high

threshold reactions of protons on the major carbon isotope , ",
(g|.gl) and in the reaction 13C(p,n¡13N .,ot leading ro the groun<ì

state (DAGL(61), LIND(75), BAIR(Bl)). Mosr of neurrons produced on

I2C tron 30 IfeV protons have energies between 6 anct 7 MeV. This 1o'¡

energ-"" cornponent can reduce the hardness of therapy neutrons fron the

f
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neutron production target. 0n the oÈher hand, Ehe high energy neutron

componenÈ up to 27 MeV produced in reacÈions of 30 MeV incident, protons

or, 13c, will ad<l to the primary neuÈron beam from Èhe neutron

product ion target , thus lncreasing the pat.ient dose. Thus the

contribution of neutrons from the baclcing material must be considered

¡rhen designing neutron product.ion targets"

T
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APPIiNDIX

Program THICK.FOR

C This routine produces l-D spectra of 1024 channels within two
C dimensional gates I and 2 corresponding to Lelescopes I and 2.
C The gain matchÍng and corrections due to missing or doubled
C channels have been made. During the experiment TELESCOPE I was
C at 34, right and TELESCOPE 2 s/as at 36 degrees left in respect to
C the incident neutron beam in Ehe horizontal plane"
C The specÈra are recalculated as if they were at 35. CalcuJ,ations
C have been done by using slopes for a channel dependenË angle shift
C obtained from the twc body kimemati.cs H(n,p)n. Data areas from
C 33-40 represent "good events" only.

C Event file for sorting data : SMRN0432.EVN.
C Buffer size = 28 words
C Event size = 7

C llords per event = 4
C Seven parameters : DEl, 81, Vl, DEz,F2, Y2, IN(7rIP)
C Data f iles for reacling tr.Io 2-D gates : GATI0432.DAT, GAT20432.DAT

P.R" Adzic, 21. lfay 1984.

CHARACTER*4o SMRNO432, GATI0432, GAT2O432
ByrE ìlApcl( 128,128), MAPG2( 128,128)
INTEGER*2 IN( 7,4) , NEVNT(7), NDEI, NDE2, NEl, NE2, NVI, N2
INTEGER*2 DEI, DE2, EI, E2, Vl, V2, ETOTI, ETOT2
REAL*4 ISPDEI( 1024), ISPEI( 1024), ISPVl( LT24), ISPETOT1( IO24)
REAL..I4 ISPDE2( LO24), ISPE2( LO24), ISPV2( 1024), ISPETOT?(1024)
REAL*4 ISPETI (1024), ISPET2( TO24)

EQUIVALENCE (NEVNT( 1), NDE1), (NEVNT(2), NEl), (NEVNT(3), NVI),
1 (NEVNT(4), NDE2), (NEVNT(5), NE2), (NEVNT(6), NV2)

1ll TYPE *,, Peter, please enter EVENT file for sorting daLa.'

ACCEPT 113, Sì4RN0432
I 13 FORI4AT(A)

NCP = INDEX(S1"1RN0432 ,' .')

c

t
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rF(NCP .EQ. 0)THEN
SMRNO432 = S}ÍRNO432 // 

"EVN'NCP = INDEX(SMRN0432,' .' )
END ]F
NCOL = INDEX(SMRN0432,' .EVN')
rF(NCOL .EQ. 0)THEN

TYPE *r' tlrong filenane Peter. Please, try again.'
co T0 lll

END IF

TYPE *,, Peter, please enteì: filename for 2-D gate 1.'

ACCEPT 113, cAT10432
OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE='DRAO : IADZIC] GATl0432.DAT' ¡STATUS=' OLD',
I FORM='UNFORMATTED',READONLY)
CALL GATE(MAPGÌ, l28)
CL0SE(4,DISP='KEEP')

TYPE *,' Peter, please enter filename for 2-D gate 2.'

ACCEPT 113, cAT20432
OPEN( UNIT=4,FILE='DRAO : I ADZIC ] G^T20432.DAT' , STATUS='OLD' ,
I FORM='UNFORMATTED',READONLY)
CALL GATE(MAPG2,128)
CLOSE( 4 , DISP=' KEEP' )
OPEN( UNIT=3 , FILE=' DRAO : I ADZIC ] SMRNO432. EV]l' , CAP.RIAGECONTROL=
I 'NONE' , F0¡¡4='UNFORI"IATTED' , STATUS=' OLD' , REC0RDTYPE=' FIXED' ,
2 READONLY)

TYPE *,, Be patient Peter, processing ín progress.

Ç *:.q J; 
^s't x'* ** ** **'* TELE SCQPE I't ?k'* ¡t* *-*** ** ***'å

C Parameters for gain natching
C from the pulse setting

C DEl : P = 0.00754*CH - 0.0202L
C El : P = 0.00790xCH - 0.0820
C VI : P = 0.00766*CH - 0.03930

C Explicit values of parameters for gain rnatching

DESLI = 0.00754 ! Slope of DEI
DECI = 0.0202MntercepÈ of DEI

È

ESLI = 0"00790 !

ECI = 0"0820 !

Slope of El
Intercept of El

VSLI = 0.00766 ! Slope of Vl
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VCI = 0.03930 ! Intercept of Vl

C Parameter from H(n,p)n kinematics to recalculate the
C ETOTI spectrun as if it l¡ere at 35 degrees in lab systea.

CONI = 0.01638 ! TEL1 moved from 34 to 35 degrees

C From pulse setting : P = 1.283 V =) T = 5.486 MeV

C I V = 4.27 5916 MeV =) ETOT = 0.032668 [MeV/ch]*CH

C FOR GAIN I"IATCHING IN lfeV

C Both telescopes ought to be multÍplied by:

CONV = 0.032668 ! ÞleV/ch

^ 
¿¿ J-4J-J--|..r--UJJ--'-

L^

SL = 0.00764! 0.0076383 [V/ch] Average slope over all slopes

^ 
&J--i¡-r.-r-¿.r¡ar¡¿J¡-t¡-r-U

C * * )t *'Á'ir *'*'å ¡t * Js :ï * TELES COPE I /< *'* :k',t :t -.1:'c',t'* :t * *:t *

C DE2 : P = 0.00748*'CH - 0.01207
C E2 : P = 0.00768'*CH -' 0.03635
C VZ 3 P = 0.00757*CH - 0.0iB10

C Explieit values of parameEers for gain matching

DESL2 = 0.00748 !

DEC2 = 0.01207 !

ESL2 = 0"00768 !

EC2 = 0.03635 !

Slope of DE2
Intercept of DE2

Slope of E2
Intercept of. E2 t

VSL2 = 0.00757 ! Slope of Y2

YCZ = 0.01810 ! InÈercept of V2

C Parameter from H(nrp)n kinematics to recalculate the
C ETOT2 spectrum as if it \./ere at 35 degrees ín lab systenn.

CON2 = 0.016564 I TEL2 moved frorn 36 to 35 degrees

Ç ;!:tf<:k:T*x Executable StatementS fOllOw'*:t:'c*:'c:l*

C Sorting starts
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115 RËAD(3,EN¡=l2l)IN
DO tt7 IP=l,4

DO ll9 J=|,7
119 NEVNT(J) = IN(J,IP)

C TELESCOPE I

C *'t**'å****':k*JtJcJ+*fsJ<J<;t**Jr^¿r^-rL:k*.***'r(***hL**)t*¡t*tr*tr?k**'*'***'****

DEI = IISHFT(NDEI,
El = IISHIT(NEl,-1
Vi = IISHFT(NVI,-l
ETOTf = DEI + El +

-3)+l
)+l
)+l
vt-2

c If input register = I

rF(rN(7,rP) .EQ. t) THEN

C Logical shift for 3 birs of ETOTI Eo Èhe lefr

LSHETOTI = IISIIFT(ETOTI,-3)

c Testing by 2-D gate I

IF(MAPGI(DEt,LSHETOTI) "EQ. 1) THEN

CHDE1 = DEI
CI{81 = El
CHV1 = Vl
CHETOTI = DEI +' El -l- Vl - 2

Ç *'^LJ.r'*'å** Selec¡ gOod and bad events **lr***:t

SUM=0
D0 J = 4,6
SIIM=SUl"t+NEVNT(J) t

END DO

Q x*:t*'*'t^' TEI,ESCOPE t f i red only ***¿¿:T*¡t

C Create the spectra r,rithin 2-D gate 1 with gain
C natching and place them into coordinate origin.
C Take events when TELESCOPE 1 is fired only

C :t*J;:t:t* GOO¡I eVentS Only **'^LxuJr:l

IF(SUr"t "EQ. 0) THEN
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DEt - SPECTRLIM *r¡-å**fç..T*

RDEt = (OSSLt*CliDEl - DECI)/SL

IF(RDEI .cT. 0.) THEN

ENDIF

El - SPECTRIM **Já****'.t

REl = (ESLl:rCHEt - ECI)/SL

IF(REI "GT. 0.) THEN

CHRDEI = RDEI - C0¡11*RDEI
CHIDEI = CHRDEI
ICIIDEI = INT(CHIDEI)
IDEIFR2 = 100.0*(CHIDEI - ICIIDEI )
IDEIFRI = 100"0 - IDE1FR2
ISPDEl(ICHDEI) = ISPDEI(IcHDEl) + IDEIFRI
rsPDEl(rcHDEl+t) = rsÞ¡Er.(rcHDEl+1) + rDElFR2

CHREI=REl-CONlr.RAl
CHIEI = CHREI
ICHEI = INT(CHIEI)
IEIFR2 = i00.0x(cHrEt-rcHEl)
IEIFR1=100"0-IEIFR2
ISPEI(ICHEI) * ISPEl(ICHEI) + IEIFRI
rspEi(rcHEl-t-L) = rsPEl(rcr{El+l) + rElFRz

ENDIF

^ -L -L.r-J-.r--L -r- -r-u ^^ ^ Vl - SPECTRUM ****'*,t'**

RVl = (VSLI*CHVI - VCI)/SL

rF(RVt .LE" 0,) THEN

CHIVI = 0.

Q *:'r'**-å*** ETOTI - SPECTRUI"I *****ìb*

CHIETOTI = (CHIDEI -l- CIIIEI + CHIVI - 2)

ICHETOTI = INT(CHII'ITOTl)
rETOlFR2 = 100.0*(Cr{IEToTt-ICHETOTI)
IETOIFRI = 100.0 - IETOIFR2
ISPETOT1(ICHETOTI) = ISPETOTt(ICHETOTI) + IETOiFRt
ISPETOTt(ICHETOTI+1) = ISPETOTI(ICIIETOTT+1) + IETOIFR2

t
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ELSE

CHRVI=RVl-CONI*RVI
CHIVT = CHRVI
ICHVI = INT(CHIVI)
IVlFR2 = 100.0*(CHrVl-rCgVl)
IVIFRI=100,0-IVIFR2
ISPV1(ICHVl) = ISPVI(ICHEI) + IVIFRI
ISPV1(rCi{V1+1) = ISPVI(rCHVt+l) + rvtFR2

CHIETOTI = (CHIDEI + CHIEI + CHIV1 - 2)

ICHETOTI = INT(CHIET0TI)
IETO1FR2 = 100.0* (CHIETOTI-ICHET0TI )
IETOIFRI = 100.0 - IETOiFR2
ISPET0T1(ICHETOTI) = ISPETOTI(IclEToTl) + IET0IFRI
ISPETOTI(ICHETOTI+I) = ISPETOTI(lCHETOTl+l) + IETOIFR2

ENDIF

C The channel axis of ETOTI spectrurn converted into llev

CI{IETI = CONV*CHIETOTI

ICHETI = INT(CHIETI)
IETIFR2 = 100"0*.(CIÌIETI-ICHETt)
IETIFRI = 100'0 - IETIFR2
ISPETI(ICHETI) = ISPETl(ICHETI) + IETIFRI
ISPETt(ICHETl+1) = TSPETl(rCHETl+i) + rETlFR2

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

C TELESCOPE 2

ti

Ç **-*-Å.:kxL-å-*-å*^g-***tr**********¡k'.t** j<J<:t*:t*t<tr*J/ç****Játr*****rÁ*È****-å**'*'i*

DE2 = IISHFT(NDE2,-3) + I
E2=IISHFT(NE2,-I)+l
V2=IISHFT(NV2,-l)+l
ETOT2=DE2+E2+V2-2

C If input register = 2

IF(IN(7, IP).8Q.2) THEN

C Logical shift for 3 bj ts of ET0T2 to the left
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LSHETOT2 = IISHFT(ET0T2,-3)

Testing by 2-D gate 2

rF(MAPG2(DE2,LS[IETOT2) .EQ. r) THEN

CHDE2 = DE2

CHEZ = E2
CHV2 = V2
CIIETOT2 =DE2 +82+V2-2

f, *ctfr*',t*'*t**** Select good and bad events *********'å****

SUll = 0
DO J = 1,3
SUM=SUM+NEVNT(J)

END DO

C ****J,sàr* TELESCQPE 2 fired only *å'**:k*¡l

C Create the spectra wiÈhin 2-D gate 2 with gain
C matching and place them into coordinate origin"
C Take events when TELESCOPE 2 is flred only

C *:l'***'å GoOd events Orrly **:t***

IF(SUl"t .EQ. 0) TilIìN

Ç *J;*;**x¿*'å DEz - SPECTRUù{ **'.r**:k*¡l

RDE2 = (DSSL2*CHDE2 - DEC2)/SL

rF(RDE2.GT.0.) THEN

CHIDE2 = RDE2 * CON2'IRDE2

ICHDE2 = INT(CHIDE2)
IDEzFRz = 100.0*(CHIDE2 - ICIIDE2)
IDE2FRI = 100.0 - IDE2FR2
ISPDE2(ICHDE2) = ISPDE2(ICI{DE2) + IDE2FRI
rspDE2(ICHDE2+1) = TSPDE2(rCt{DE2+l) + rDF,2rR2

É

ENDIF

E2 - SPECTRUM tr**,t**)k*

RE2 = (ESL2'ïCHE? - ECz) / SL

rF(R82.GT.0.) THEN
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CHIE2-RE2 +C0N2*RE2
ICHE2 = INT(CHIE2)
IE2FR2 = 100.0*(CHIE2-ICI{E2)
IE2FRI=100.0-IE2FR2
rspE2(rcHE2) = rspE2(rcHE2) + rE2FRi
rspE2(rcHE2+l) = rspE2(rcHE2+l) + rE2FR2

ENDIF

Ç **:t*'å^¿^s:t V2 - SPECTRUM /s***':'r>l'xL*

RV2 = (VSLz*CHV2 - VC2) / SL

IF(RV2 "LE. 0.) THEN

CHIV2 = 0.

C f<Jr***^¿*-* ETOT2 - SPECTRUM *:l***:T',k

CIIIETOT2 = (CHIDE2 + CHIE2 + Cltlvz - 2)

0

::

a:t:

t:

,i

:
:]
,li

::ì

t:

:)

ji

i.

4..

',a

).

:

ICHETOT2 = INT(CHIETOT2)
IETO2FR2 = 100.0*(CrlrETOT2-ICHETOT2)
IETO2FRI = 100.0 - IET02FR2
ISPETOT2(ICHETOT2) = ISPETOT2(ICIIETOT2) + IETO2FRI
ISPETOT2(ICHETOT2+I) = ISPETOT2(IC11ET0T2+I) + IET02FR2

ELSE

CilRV2=RV2+CONzrkRV2
CI1IV2 = CHRV2
ICHV2 = INT(CHIV2)
IV2FRZ = 100.0r((CHIV2_ICHV2)
IV2FRI=100.0-IV2FR2
ISPV2( ICHV2) = iSPV2( ICHE2) + IV2FRI
rspv2(rcHV2+I) = rsPV2(rcHV2+1) + rV2FR2

CäIETOT2 = (CHIDE2 + CHIE2 + CHIV2 - 2)

IC}IETOT2 = INT(CHIETOT2)
IETO2I¡R2 = 100. 0* (CHIETOTz-ICHETOT2)
IETOZFRI = 100.0 - IETO2FR2
ISPETOTZ(ICHETOT2) = ISPETOT2( lCiiETOT2) + IETO2FRI
rspETOT2(ICHETOT2+I) = ISPETOT2(TCHETOT2+I) + TETO2FR2

ENDI}-

C Thr: channel axis of ETOT2 specÈrLr¡n converted inÈo MeV
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CHIET2 = CO}[/*CHIETOT2

ICHET2 = INT(CHIET2)
IET2FR2 = 100.0*(CHIET2-ICHET2)
IET2FRI = 100.0 - IET2TR2
ISPET2(ICHET2) = ISPtsÎ2(ICHET2) + IET2FR1
ISPET2(ICHET2+I) = ISPET2(ICHET2+I) + IET2I'RZ

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

1 17 CONTINUE
co To ll5

Lzr CL0SE(3)

D0 L:l,1024

tùRrTE( 33,
I'tRrTE( 34,
I^IRTTE( 35,
I^IRITE( 36,
I^/RrrE( 37 ,
I'IRITE( 38,

ISPDEI(L) = ISPDEI(1,)/ tOO
ISPDE2(L) = ISPDE2
ISPET(L) = ISPE1(L
ISPE2(L) = ISPE2(L
ISPVI(L) = ISPVI(L

(L)
)/t
)/t
)/t

/ too
00
00
00

i

ISPV2(L) = ISPV2(L)/ tOO
ISPET0TI(L) = ISPET6TI(L)/ tOO
ISPETOT2(L) = ISPETOT2(L)/ 100

END DO

C Data files for 1O24-channel spetra for both telescopes
C which can be tranfered to XSYS by using command MOVE.
C Add nurnbers correspond to the telescope I
C Even numbers correspond to the telescope 2

***-**^¿* ttGOO{ eventst? Only ****n**

l.lRITE( 39,*¡ ( ISPETOT1(L) ,L=l, 1024)
I.IRITE( 40,r.¡ ( ISPETOT2(L) ,L=l,1024)

I'IRITE( 51,*) ( ISPETI(L),L=1, 1024)
I'IRITE( 52,x)( ISPET2(L),L=l, 1024)

C

x') ( ISPDEl(L) ,L=t,lC24)
',t) ( ISPDE2(L),L= l, 1024)

ISPET(t ),l-=l,1024)
ISPE2(L) ,L=l , 1024)
ISP\¡l(L) ,L=l, 1024)
ISPV2(L) ,L=1,1024)

*)(
*)(
*)(
'*)(

END
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c subroutine GATE(MAPTN) initially vrrítten by Dr. J. Knudson, reads
C two dirnensional gate: I'IAP is either gate I = MApGI or gate 2 = MApG2
C Dirnensions of a gate: N x N = l2B x l2B

SUBROUTINE GATE(MAP,N)
BYTE MAp(N,N), REC(512), BrT(S), TEMP, }frCH(B)
DATA l,lTCH / 1, 2, 4, B, 16, 32, 64,'200'O /
IXMAP=l
I-YMAP = I
READ( 4)REC

READ( 4)REC
I_REC = I

. TEI'IP = REC( I. REC)
DO I t6 I=8, l,-I
T2 = TEMP .A¡lÐ" MTCH(I)
IF(T2.NE.0)TiIEN

BITI = I
ELSE

BITI = 0
ENDIF

BIT(I) = BITI
DO ll8 I=l,B
I'ÍAP( T:_)ü"ÍAP, T_YMAP) = BIT( I)
I )O'íAP = I )OIAP .*. l
rF(r_ru¡p îcr" n¡rnulir

I )OfAP = I
I-YMAP=IYMAP*1
rFçr wae .ct. N¡co ro i2o

ENDIF
CONTINT]E

IREC=IREC*l
rF( r _REc 

: 5i 2) t 14 n I 14,rr2
RETURN

END

BITI

:;
::

:i..

,,.

ì:

::

L12

114

I16

llB

r20 I




